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1-SETTLEMENT

A settlement is: A permanent or temporary community in which people live. Settlement can be 
hamlets, villages, manors, towns and cities. 

But, mainly, we can difference between urban settlement (towns) or rural settlement (villages).

How can we difference between towns and villages?

-Inhabitants: Towns have got more inhabitants than villages. In Spain, a town is a settlement with 
more than 10,000 inhabitants.

-Economic activities: People in the villages tend to work in the primary sector, agriculture. People 
in towns work in the secondary and tertiary sectors, industry, trade and services.
 Villages: Agriculture VS Town: Industry, trade and services.

Few people Villages

A lot of people. Towns



-Size: Towns are bigger than villages.

-Shape: Towns have larger and wider streets, and higher buildings.

-Infrastructures and public services: In towns we can find more roads, transportation, hospitals, 
schools and other services than you can find in villages.

Villages VS Towns



2-RURAL SETTLEMENTS: (VILLAGES)

A village is a small group of dwellings in a rural area, smaller than a town. 

3-URBAN AREAS: (TOWNS)

A town is a zone more densely populated or 
developed than the surrounding area. 

But, maybe the best definition for a town is this 
one:

A town is a place where people and activities 
concentrate.

So:

&PEOPLE ACTIVITIES

Concentrate

IN TOWNS



3.1-TOWN FUNCTIONS

The function of a settlement describes the main activities that develop there. Most cities have some 
different functions.

Functions:

-Residential: People live in all towns, but some towns are designed for a comfortable living, far 
from industries, and working places.

-Recreational and entertainment: There are towns designed for entertainment or for tourism. A lot 
of coastal towns in Spain are recreational towns. For example: Benidorm, Valencia etc.

-Retail: Some towns are very important trade centers. In Europe, Hamburg is a huge commercial 
port.



-Government: In these towns there are political and administrative buildings and organizations. 
They use to be capitals, but not always. For example: Brussels, Hagen, New York...

-Industrial: At the beginning, industries were located in towns. Nowadays, industries are located 
outside the town. But some towns still have very important industries. For example: Detroit, Milan, 
Rotterdam, Bilbao...

-And more...

3.2-TOWN'S HIERARCHY

We can divide the towns according to an order. 
Some towns are bigger and more important than 
others.

Their importance depends on:

Population: Of course, a town with a lot of 
population is very important.



Number and quality of services: A town with more services is more important than a town with 
fewer services.

Sphere of influence: Important towns affect large areas. Some towns have an effect on the world! 
For example: New York, Tokyo or London.

3.3-STRUCTURE OF TOWNS

Site and situation

Site: Where a town is located. They can be located on a hill, a valley, 
an island...Water supply is a very important feature.

Situation: Is the relation of a town with other towns and the physical 
features around it.



City layout

Cities have different shape, according to different plans. We have some types:

Grid plan: Is a city plan in which streets run in right angles, forming a grid. They are based in 
roman towns. For example, New York and Buenos Aires.

Radio centric layout: The streets radiate out of a central point. For example, Moscow and 
Amsterdam.

Irregular layout: Without particular order. Historical centers in Spanish towns have irregular layout. 
For example Cordoba and Granada. In Africa there are a lot of irregular towns, as Bukavu and 
Benin City.



3.4-PARTS OF THE TOWN

We can find different zones inside a town:

-CBD: (Central Business District). This is the central part of the towns. 
It's usually located near the old part. In this zone, you can find retail and 
office buildings.

-Residential Area:  Made up predominantly of houses. This zone 
is far from the industrial and commercial areas.

-Industrial park: These are (usually) located outside of the cities, but 
they have good transportation access. This is a zone with factories, 
warehouses and some offices.

-City suburbs: Residential areas around the cities. They can 
be either for rich people or poor people.

-Open space: It refers to areas for parks, 
“green spaces”, and other open areas. 



4-URBAN PROBLEMS

Pollution: It is caused mainly by traffic and industries. Noise pollution is another problem.

Solutions?

-Improve the public transports. Metro, train, bus...
-Use noise barriers and limitation of vehicle speeds.
-Banning heavy vehicles from the CBD.
-Developing cleaner fuels.
-Etcetera...

Lack of space: Many people want to live in the 
cities. Offices and shops want to be near the CBD's. 
So, prices rise and the price of housing is very 
expensive in the cities.

Solutions?

-Taller buildings. Building skyscrapers can be a 
solution.
-Locate some offices and factories outside the town.

Congestion: Towns are very big, and their streets are sometimes old and not very well planned. So, 
traffic jams are usual, specially at rush hour.

Solutions?

-Improve the public transports. Metro, train, 
bus...
-Cycleways.
-Introducing park and ride schemes.
-Pedestrianization.
-Encouraging people to carpool.
-Building ring roads.
... 



Lack of infrastructures: Cities need a lot of infrastructures and supplies: Water, electricity, 
telephone wires, Internet, sewer system... They are quite expensive, and not all the towns can afford 
them.

Solutions?

-Easy, building more 
infrastructures.

Shanty towns: They are irregular squatter settlements. They occur because of the huge number of 
people migrating from the rural areas to the cities. We can find a lot of them in Brazil (Favelas), 
India (Jhuggies) and in every big town.

Solutions?

-Developing 
urban plans to 
improve 
amenities and 
living 
conditions.



EXERCISES:

1-Link with arrows:
Village

Hamlet

Town

Manor

City

2-Explain the difference between “Town” and “City”



3-Mark every feature in the correct column:

Feature VILLAGE TOWN

Mainly, agriculture
Wide streets
Less than 10,000 inhabitants
A lot of infrastructures
Higher buildings
Small
Big

4-Look for the most important towns and place then in the map below: London, Chicago, New 
York, Tokyo, Los Angeles, Hong Kong, Singapore, Frankfurt, Paris, Seoul, Amsterdam, Toronto, 
Boston, Sidney, Copenhagen.

5-City designer: Imagine three towns and draw their maps in the spaces below. The plans must be 
A) Grid. B) Radio centric. C) Irregular.
GRID RADIO CENTRIC IRREGULAR
Town name: Town name: Town name:



6-Parts of Priego:

In this map, mark Priego's: CBD, residential area, open space and the industrial park.

7-Link with arrows:

Carpool Central business disctrict

Shanty towns They are based on roman 
towns.

Water supply It's useful to prevent traffic 
jams.

Entertainment and tourism It's very important in order to 
decide a good town site.

CBD Small group of dwellings in 
rural areas.

Grid plans We can find them in every big 
city.

Village Many coastal Spanish city have 
this function.



8-Imagine a town:

Create a town and draw it on this page. You must include:
-Town's name.
-A CBD.
-The residential area.
-An industrial park.
-Residential suburbs.



9-Solutions?

Write the solutions to the problems in the column that reads “SOLUTIONS”. You can use only the 
ones in the table that reads “POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS” (but not all of them are right).

PROBLEMS SOLUTIONS
Lack of space

Noise pollution

Shanty towns

Congestion and traffic 
jams

Atmospheric pollution

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
Kill a lot of people Locate the offices 

outside the town.
Install noise barriers. Improve amenities and 

living conditions.
Build cycleways. Paint the streets with 

nice colours.
Close all the roads and 
forbid the cars.

Build a ring road 
around the town.

Imprison all the 
smokers

Forbid flights in the 
residential areas.

Create new 
underground lines.

Buy ear plugs for all 
the citizens.

Develop clean fuels Build taller buildings 
and skyscrapers.

Build a great castle, 
with huge walls.

Ban cars and trucks 
from the CBD.



10-Read this text and answer the questions.

In 1993 two women, Catherine Mourtada, a Swiss 
teacher, and Agnes Sanders, a French physician, 
participated in the reconstruction of a shantytown 
in Beirut, Lebanon. 

DRC: Describe for us the general living 
conditions for the Gypsy community in the  
shantytown.

Dr. Sanders: The dwellings are shanties made of 
remains of pre-existing buildings with the 
addition of corrugated roof, hardboard and 
plastic walls, old tires, etc. They usually have 
room for a family of 7-10 people. Furniture is very 
rudimentary: foam mattresses are piled up 
against the walls during the day and spread out at night. There are usually no chairs, tables or cupboards. 
Several families have TV sets. Water is carried by jerrycans and stored in large plastic barrels. Very few 
homes have refrigerators. Clothes are washed by hand.

[...]

DRC: What types of employment do they hold?

Dr. Sanders: Very few have regular jobs, mainly in restaurant service. They have small, irregular jobs such 
as singing or dancing for parties, making traditional musical instruments and selling items on the streets. 
Some of the women are beggars, and a few women are fortune tellers. The unemployment is 
approximately 90%.

A) Look for these words at your dictionary:

Gypsy:
Dwelling:
Shanty:
Remain:
Corrugate:
Hardboard:
Tire:
Foam:
Mattress:
Carry:
Jerrycan:
Store:
Beggar:
Unemployment:
Fortune teller:

B) How many people live in every dwelling?

C) What are the usual jobs in the gypsy shanty town?

D) How do they wash the clothes?

E) Do you know any other shantytowns in the world? Look for some shantytowns at the internet 
and write about them.



GLOSSARY:

According (to): De acuerdo a...
Amenities: Comodidades.
Angle: Ángulo.
Barrier: Barrera.
Business: Negocios.
Carpool: Viaje en coche compartido, o bien “turno de coches”
Coastal: Costero.
Cycleway: Carril bici.
Densely: Densamente.
Developed: Desarrollado/a.
Dwelling: vivienda, morada, casa (El sitio donde se vive)
Either for rich people or poor people: Tanto para ricos como para pobres (Si quieres más 
explicaciones de “either” tendrás que esperarte un par de cursos)
Feature: Característica.
Grid: Rejilla.
Hamlet: Aldea.
Hierarchy: Jerarquía.
High: Alto.
Housing: Vivienda.
Huge: Enorme.
Industrial park: Polígono industrial.
Inhabitants: Habitantes.
Influence: Influencia.
Lack: Falta (de algo)
Layout: Trazado (en ciudades)
Made up (of): Hecho de...
Main: Principal.
Manor: Casa de campo.
Noise pollution: Contaminación acústica.
Pedestrianization: Peatonalización.
Retail: Venta.
Ring road: Circunvalación.
Rush hour: Hora punta.
Scheme: Plan. (Y también: idea, estratagema)
Settlement: Asentamiento.
Sewer: Alcantarillas, alcantarillado.
Shanty town: Barrio de chabolas.
Site: Emplazamiento.
Sphere: Esfera.
Squatter: Ocupante ilegal, ocupa (se puede aplicar a “chusma” en general)
Still: Aún, todavía.
Suburb: Suburbio (Barrio lejos de la ciudad. No es un barrio marginal)
Supply: Suministro, provisiones.
Surrounding: De alrededor.
Trade: Comercio.
Traffic jam: Atasco.
Warehouse: Almacén.
Wide: Ancho.
Wire: Cable.



Verbs:

To ban: Prohibir.
To develop: Desarrollar.
To encourage: Animar.
To find /found/found: Encontrar.
To locate: Localizarse, estar localizado.
To rise/rose/risen: Subir (los precios)
To tend: Tender (a)


